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Team Meeting Summary
By: Vito Urbano

Members in attendance: Ryan Rose, Ryan May, Paul Borchers, and Vito Urbano

In today’s team meeting, the following issues were discussed:
- Killer Robot
- Testing

The team was reminded that we would not be leading the Killer Robot discussion this week, but also that we should begin to look at discussion topic and figure out what we need to do.

Ryan May and Paul Borchers displayed a few pages of the IOS website to the rest of the team. It was stated that Vito Urbano would be given these pages very shortly in order to run thorough tests on the pages. Vito was told that the testing would be done in this fashion: Paul and Ryan May would give the finished pages to Vito, Vito would find all the errors on the pages and report them back to Ryan or Paul. At this time, Vito will also report back to Ryan Rose so that progress will be noted.

All issues were settled by 6:00pm so Ryan Rose called an end to the meeting.

Duration: 30 minutes